Mice show circadian rhythms of blood pressure during each wake-sleep state.
A daily rhythm of blood pressure (BP), with maximum values in the activity period, carries important prognostic information. The extent to which this rhythm depends on behavioral factors remains debated. Mice are the species of choice for functional genomics. In mice, episodes of wakefulness and sleep are not restricted to particular daily periods, allowing BP in each wake-sleep state to be measured at each time of day. The aim of this study was to investigate whether a circadian rhythm of BP is manifest in each wake-sleep state in mice. Mice with B6 genetic background (n = 26) were implanted with a telemetric BP transducer and electrodes to discriminate wake-sleep states and recorded while housed under a 12:12 h light-dark period. For each mouse, 8 values of BP were obtained in each wake-sleep state (wakefulness, non-rapid-eye-movement sleep, and rapid-eye-movement sleep) by averaging over successive 3-h time bins. Analysis of variance evidenced a significant time effect in each wake-sleep state as well as a significant wake-sleep state × time interaction effect. In an additional group of mice (n = 3) recorded in constant darkness, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram also revealed a significant circadian rhythm of BP in each wake-sleep state. These findings demonstrate that during each wake-sleep state, mice show daily and circadian rhythms of BP in conditions of entrainment to the light-dark cycle and in free-running conditions of constant darkness, respectively.